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A new standard of performance metallic films can’t match
Until recently, most window films that rejected heat were tinted dark, used metal or were highly reflective. Over the years, 
various other companies have tried to create a clear window film with mixed results. While they were able to achieve 
improved performance their drawbacks made them unacceptable for most fine homes. Because these films used metal, 
they were susceptible to corrosion, especially in coastal environments, and interfered with mobile phone reception. Because 
the Prestige Series has no metals, they are the first films to offer a variety of selections that eliminate these problems and 
perform to the industry’s highest standards.

With Prestige Series, your home’s exterior stays beautiful and from the interior, your view is as clear as your original window.

Reflectivity that’s actually lower than glass
One of the major drawbacks of traditional window films is that 
they tend to act like mirrors. From the inside, traditional window 
films make it difficult to see outside, especially at night when 
interior lights are on. In the daytime, the outside reflection tends 
to give a home the look of a commercial building.

This collection of four window films have substantially reduced 
reflectivity. This premium line offers two styles of window films 
that actually have less interior reflectivity than the glass they 
cover. The other styles have interior reflectivity that is just 1% 
greater than glass. So, at night, you’ll have a clear view out your 
windows. Your windows will only reflect your commitment to 
keeping your home looking beautiful.

Superior heat rejection throughout the day
For most people, there are two primary reasons for installing 
window films: rejecting heat to increase comfort and fade 
protection from damaging UV rays for furnishings. These films 
do both remarkably well.

Prestige



Optically clear, technically superior
Creating a clear window film with all these advantages wasn’t easy. It required the 
development of nano-technology in the laboratories of 3M. Nano-technology works 
with materials that are over a thousand times smaller than the width of a hair. This 
expertise allows us to create a patented window film with hundreds of layers that 
is less than the thickness of a Post-it® Note. It has allowed us to create a film that 
delivers the highest performance possible without metal, which can corrode and 
interfere with mobile phone signals.

3M OTHER BRANDS

Prestige Series Films are also tested 
and perform best when the sun is 
high at the hottest parts of the day.

All window films are tested 
perpendicular to the window.

The total solar energy rejected — on angle test
To measure just how impressive these films are, we measure Total 
Solar Energy Rejected — On Angle. This test proves that our films 
are unsurpassed throughout the day and especially during the 
hottest times when you need the help most. So, when the sun is 
working hardest, our films are performing their best. 

While some films claim similar performance, the fact is that their 
performance is only similar when tested perpendicular to the sun, 
which only can happen at the relatively cool times of sunrise and 
sunset. Our spectrally-selective films reject up to 97% of the  
sun’s infrared light* to help keep your home cool and lower your 
energy bills. 

3M Window Films are designed to reduce the effects of solar  
heat and visible light on your furnishings and will block up to  
99% of the sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays, which are the single 
largest cause of fading. While no film can stop fading completely, 
our films dramatically slow the process of fading to keep your  
home looking beautiful.

*IR rejection is based on 900 to 1000 nm range



Inside and out, you’ve made a serious 

investment of both time and money in 

creating a beautiful home. Yet if the 

sun makes your home uncomfortably 

hot or fades your furnishings, all your 

efforts will be diminished. With these 

prestigious films, you can enjoy the 

benefits of a world-class window film 

while leaving the beauty of your home 

virtually unchanged.

Putting your home
in a better light



Warranty and Limited Remedy: 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 
3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If the 3M product does not conform 
to this warranty, the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price. 

Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, 
whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted.

Another great 3M product you can trust
No one has more experience with window film than 3M. In 1966, 
we received the first patent for window film. For decades, 3M has 
remained the world leader in the development of new and innovative 
adhesives and films. Today there are millions of square feet of  
3M Window Films installed all around the world. With these films, 
we have once again demonstrated why we are the industry leader.

Dealers who are also clearly superior
There are thousands of window film dealers in the country, but only 
a select few have been chosen to be part of our Authorized Dealer 
Network. They were selected because of their ability to offer quality 
work, their extensive product knowledge and their ability to serve 
their customers to the highest standards. At 3M, we not only wanted 
to offer the world’s finest window film, we wanted to be certain they 
were offered by the world’s leading window film dealers.

A warranty backed by one of the world’s most 
respected companies
What good is a lifetime warranty from a company that wasn’t 
around 10 years ago and probably won’t be here 10 years from 
now? Selecting 3M Window Films gives you peace of mind. That’s 
because we have one of the most comprehensive warranties you 
can get. 3M Window Films are backed by a limited-lifetime warranty 
should your window film need replacing.

Contact your Authorized Dealer for a free estimate. For more information, please call 
1-866-499-8857 or visit us at www.3M.com/windowfilm
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The Skin Cancer 
Foundation recommends 
many 3M Window Film 
products as effective  
UV protectants.


